
BUILT TO GO THE DISTANCE
Range varies based on a variety of factors, including the weather, cargo loads, terrain conditions, and driving habits.

Here’s what you can expect for the full-size electric RANGER XP Kinetic Ultimate EPS model based on some common use cases.

WARNING: Polaris off-road vehicles can be hazardous to operate and is not intended for on-road use. Driver must be 
at least 16 years old with a valid driver’s license to operate. All riders should always wear helmets, eye protection and 
protective clothing and footwear. Read, understand and follow your owner’s manual. Ride within the limits of your own 
abilities and never engage in stunt or exhibition driving. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

*Range estimates based on manufacturer data on typical customer driving usage and conditions. Actual range varies based on conditions such as external environment, weather, 
speed, cargo loads, rates of acceleration, vehicle maintenance, and vehicle usage.

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE Up to 130
Property owners will enjoy the quiet operation and capability 
of the electric RANGER XP Kinetic. Property owners can expect 
a range of 130 km for moderate work like hauling wood, 
gardening, and shorter riding durations. Range will decrease in 
extreme cold or heat.

HUNTING Up to 115
Hunters will enjoy the quiet, fume-free operation for stealthy 
hunting trips. Hunters can expect closer to a 115 km range for 
trips to hunting spots in moderate weather climates. 
Range will decrease for hunting trips with elevation changes 
and extreme temperatures.

FARMING & AGRICULTURE Up to 130
The RANGER XP Kinetic is the hardest working SxS available with 
the most cargo box capacity, towing capacity, and pulling power. 
Farmers will experience closer to a 130 km range when performing 
light duty tasks like checking fences or irrigating, and less than all-
day range if constantly hauling/towing heavy loads.

RECREATIONAL RIDING Up to 95
The RANGER XP Kinetic has more horsepower and torque than any 
other SxS, making it exhilarating for recreational riding. Range for 
rec riding is highly variable based on weather and terrain conditions, 
but extended periods of high speed and variable acceleration will 
limit the range compared to lower speed, constant acceleration.
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INTRODUCING THE ALL -  NEW

ULTIMATE EPS

1300 998 647  
info@bluedm.com.au• •  

Sales enquiries:

 
netzeroequipment.com.au

 
To find out more on Blue Diamond’s range of renewable equipment visit:


